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Location: 

Sawan area – Al Shaab niberghood- Azal district in the eastern part of the capital 

city of Sanaa contains many residential quarters, where houses are attached to each 

others and full of people , almost 54 houses  on an area of 300 Square meters. 

Date: May 1, 2015 

Time: 4:00 pm after midnight  

Kind of transgression:  

Airstrikes bombing in a residential quarter caused many victims and huge 

destruction in the potpies  

The violators:  

Saudi Arabia and countries that joined in the war against Yemen: coalition 

countries are: (United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Egypt, Sudan, Turkey, 

Jordan, America) 

Description of the transgression: 

It was 4 o'clock after midnight an explosion rocked the capital city of Sanaa 

heard by  almost everyone in the capital city of Sanaa in sync with the flying of The 

Saudi-led coalition airstrikes. Within the ongoing raids on Yemen series launched by 

Saudi Arabia and its coalition in the 26 \ 3 \ 2015 under the name "Asefah Al Hazem.", 

"decisive storm''. 
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The sound was coming from the eastern part of the capital city of Sanaa, then we 

got news that the bombing targeted a residential quarter full of civilians in "Sheeb Al 

Marwan"- Sawan area in the capital city of Sanaa. 

The legal Center went to the crime location in the second day morning and saw 

the destruction that caused by the Saudi-led airstrikes. It was found the bombing 

targeted many houses they were attached to each other's in a residential area full of 

people, hundreds of civilian families live there. As well, we have seen the damage in 

many houses, nine houses were completely destroyed  on the heads of their inhabitants 

while they were sleeping according what the witnesses. (44) houses were partially 

damaged. 

The moment we arrived to the location, families still searching in rubble for their 

relatives and neighbors, they still trapped under rubble. As well, we took pictures of 

remains of human body under the rubble, remains of the head, and some internal 

organs. The remains were covered under one of the destroyed houses called (Al Haimi). 

According to the witnesses the remains belong to someone his name is (Ali Al Haimi)  70 

years old. 

The Legal Center documented Killing case , injuries, and damage 

based on witnesses, victims' testimonies, pictures, videos, Medical, 

and official reports.  
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The victims' families statements: 

(A.A.K) 21 years old, house owner and one of the victims relatives said that it was 

1:00 after midnight while he was near by his neighborhood, a few minutes later he 

received a call from one of his relatives informing him that the Saudi-led coalition 

bombed his neighborhood including their home, so he went to scene to help in pulling 

victims out from the rubble, five people from his family were killed due to the bombing 

(His father, his grandmother, his great grand mother , and three sisters), as well, his 

brother was wounded. 

(M.S) 33 years old reported that while he was going to his bedroom at 1:00 

o'clock after midnight suddenly huge explosion hit his house destroying everything to 

find themselves trapped under rubble until some people arrived to provide help and 

pull them out, (M.S) miraculously survived but six of his family were killed, they were 

six (4 women, and 2 children) and four were seriously wounded. 

witness statements: 

Witness: (B.S.A) 22 years old reported that after The Saudi-led Coalition 

airstrikes bombed Forty Street which is near by his neighborhood, he saw The Coalition 

bombed his area too targeted some houses near by his house. He rushed to the bombing 

scene to provide help and to pull out the dead bodies from the rubble. It was among 

those who were pulled out from the rubble by himself with the help of other people (10 

dead bodies ) most of them children and women also, many wounded body. In addition, 
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he reported that there is no any military Facilities near by the area. It is a residential 

area hundreds of civilians live there. 

Witness (A.A.A) 20 years old reported that it was almost one o'clock after 

midnight while he was coming back home and suddenly he saw a rocket hit the 

residential area which is his neighborhood, he went to the explosion as fast as he could, 

more than 7 houses are completely destroyed, tens of houses were damaged. He 

participated in providing help, they pulled (13 dead bodies) out from the rubble among 

them children and women, they found it difficult to take the to the hospital due to the 

lack of the Petroleum products.   

The hospital statements: 

Al Thawrah Hospital in Sanaa: 

The Security official at Al Thawrah hospital reported to The Legal hospital that  

the hospital had received ( 12 dead body ) and remains, most of them are children and 

women, as well, they have received (14 injury) they were wounded due to the bombing 

in Sawan, most of them are seriously wounded.  

Al Rafah Hospital: 

The doctor on duty reported that after midnight the hospital had received more 

than 20 injuries most of them are children and women they were seriously wounded due 

to the bombing in an residential area in Sawan. In addition, the hospital had received 2 

dead bodies belong to women they were pulled out from the rubble. The dead bodies 

were sent to Al Thawrah Hospital. 
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Result of the transgression: 

The preliminary result of The Saudi-led Coalition in Al Shaab area in Sawan 

reached (17) dead among them 10 children,8 women, and 4 men, and the number of 

injures stood to 23 among them 5 children, 5 women 6 Elderly people according to the 

following list:  

7 Baby B Muhammed F. Ahmed Al Safani  1.  

55 male Abdullah A. Abdulkarem Al-kbsi 2.  

13 Female  Rjaa Abdullah Ahmed Al kbsi  3.  

23 Female  Najwa Abdullah Ahmed Al kbsi  4.  

14 Female  Yousra Abdullah Ahmed Al Kbsi 5.  

85 Female  Saedah Abulgader M. Al Kbsi 6.  

4 Baby G Remas Fuad Ahmed Al Harazi  7.  

60 Female Jumah Muhammed Khadeef 8.  

17 Female Amani A.  Abdulkareem Al Wesabi 9.  

16 Female Hanan M. Saleh Shareah   10.  

18 Female  Amenah H. Al Harazi 11.  

22 Female Ashwaq M. Saleh Shareah 12.  

20 Female  Nawal M. Saleh Shreah  13.  

20 Male   Ali Ali Al Himi  14.  

30 Male  Hussien Ali Hdesh 15.  

35 Male  Ali Mahdi Al Rimi  16.  

 Female Habibah Al Himi  17.  
 

The Legal Center call on the international organizations to open an investigation 

file and to send committees to investigate on these crimes that International conventions 

and protocols, as well, we call on the ICC to investigate to immediately  investigate these 

violations and to bring perpetrators to justice, also to protect civilians, refugees, 

children, women, and the residential areas. 

We also call on  The UN Security Council to investigate these crimes as well, to 

bring perpetrators to Justice and to inflict the maximum penalty. 
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We urgently call upon those countries, and organizations to speed relief victims 

and the  IDPs and to provide help and assistance to do justice. In addition, we call on to 

protect civilians and stop the war. 

SEVERAL VICTIMS' PICTURES 
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Rjaa Abdullah Ahmed Al kbsi 

 

 

 

 

 

Yousra Abdullah Ahmed Al Kbsi 

 

 

 

 

 

Najwa Abdullah Ahmed Al kbsi  
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